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 150th Chinese Lab Corps
2/7/18  BGF France

My Dear Jewett,
 I suppose you are thinking what
a rotter I am for never writing you.  I
acknowledge my slackness & hope I may be
forgiven.  Many thanks for your last letter (of
goodness knows how long ago) & also for the
interesting little talk on Wilson, which was
forwarded to me by Mrs. Groos. ?
It’s quite correct & points out a lot I’m afraid
some of us did not realize or ignored.
Well any way “Your Boys” are in it now with
Both feet & I’m jolly sure will make the
Bosche sorry for himself before the job
is over.  I’ve seen a lot of the Yank out here
& I know they’re “out for business” 
Who would have thought 4 years ago
England would celebrate the day we gave
you Independence?
Well I’ve been out here long enough now to [entitle]
me to leave? I’m looking forward to it as
I never looked to anything in my life.
It takes a life like this to make one realize
the comforts of home.
I came out here in the winter & I can assure
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you that life in tents when it’s freezing  is not
everything we could wish or
I lost all my kit in the pack? of March?
(for the second time).
Glad to say at present we are comfortably
quartered in huts but they do hold the best
Am getting quite used to Ch??now & find
on the whole they work well.
Wish we could entirely stop the gambling tho’
as they get very [?]  at times
I suppose Peter is quite a young man now
& wondering when he will be called up.
Hope this job will be over long before he is
eligible. Things will be very different I’m afraid
when we get back to Biz
for me I’m afraid it will be like starting again
Fortunately IPB are going in ok but they tell
me paper that used to cost me 2 d [pence] per let? are 
now 1/6 but there’s no difficulty in selling it.
We get good food & plenty of it here but not
of course the variety one gets in civil life.
I hear Anlers [?] is still talking big & doing nothing
Well Cheerio kindest regards to Mrs. Jewett
& Peter
  Yours very Sincerely
  F.E. Guntlebay 2/hs

PS. Glad to say Ida is quite OK although feeling
very lonely at times.  There’s not even the rainbow
cakes to be had


